Kelly O'Dea
CFI, CFII
About Me:
I'm a California native and have been flying around the
San Francisco Bay Area and beyond for 20 years. I
retired from the beauty business where I owned and
operated a successful salon and day spa for 27 years.
That career supported my growth in both interpersonal
and business skills, corporate engagement, travel and
education. It also enabled me to take a chance on
learning to fly airplanes, a dream I had since I was a
little girl. I never stopped looking up from that point and
inevitably made aviation my lifestyle.

Phone:

650-722-2125

Email:
av8trixcfi@gmail.com

Website:
Standby for it!

Teaches At:

KPAO KSQL

Hourly Rate:

$ 125

Payment Types:

Zelle, Venmo, Check,
Cash, Apple Pay,
Google Pay,

Ratings:
CFI, CFII, AGI

Instructs In:
C152, C172SP, C172RG, C182T, G1000

The sky has no limits and I am proud to say I am an
FAA "Gold Seal" professional flight instructor with the
country's finest and well respected, West Valley Flying
Club! Being a Gold Seal Flight Instructor means my
student volume and pass rate for FAA check rides is
well above the national average and for the past 10
years,100% of the students I have trained for both
Private Pilot and Instrument ratings have passed their
check ride on their first attempt. I teach the skills
necessary to prepare you to operate in the National
Airspace System safely and proficiently but my true joy
is seeing your eyes wide open in awe and a grinning
smile, ear to ear. Flying opens a gateway to freedom
like nothing else. Let me take you there! The
experience you gain while flying with me will build a
safe and solid foundation for all of your flying future,
hopefully to include advanced ratings and maybe even
your own aircraft.
I specialize in technologically advanced flight decks
with Garmin G1000NXi as well as the legacy aircraft
with upgraded Garmin avionics and advanced
electronic gauges. The Cessna line is my training
platform of choice. The West Valley fleet has
something for everybody.
Please reach out if you are interested in flight training
for either primary instruction or your instrument rating.
My general schedule runs Thursday through Sunday.
It will be my pleasure to share with you the pure joy and
excitement of flying.

